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Port lympne zoo animal experiences

It's lunchtime on Saturday and we're behind the earthy Land Rover, roofing down with afternoon sun in the sky without a cloud providing a perfect backdrop. We're not waving from side to side, ground to a stop next to the gorillas of the low ground, completely unhinged by our presence, staring at us. We need to pay
attention to our guidance, Chris, but we can't stop staring at the magnificent firsts A Rhino at Port Lympne Hotel &amp; Reserve It feels as if we're in the bush on an African safari, but we're actually near the Kent coast in the South East of England, about an hour and a half drive from London. We are staying at the Port
Lympne Hotel and Reserve (pronounced Port Lym), a conservation area of 600 hectares and home to more than 750 animals from 90 different species. It is a safe haven for endangered bread from animals, including rothschild giraffes, spectral bears and black rhinos, as well as big cats - lions, tigers and leopards - and
a host of pumies. A debraza monkey at Port Lympne Hotel &amp; Reserve Western lowland gorillas at Port Lympne Reserve Port Lympne along with Howletts Wild Animal Park near Canterbury is part of the Aspinall Foundation, which aims to prevent endangered species from extinction with captive breeding programs
leading to the return of animals to their natural habitat. The reserve was founded in 1976 by John Aspinall on the grounds of port Limben's manor house, which has just been converted into a hotel by the younger generation of aspinalls. Port Lympne offers a range of accommodations, from extensive glamping facilities, to
rooms and suites in splendid manor houses and luxury lodges spread across the estate. Babydolls Port Lympne Hotel &amp; Reserve We're staying in one of the recently constructed treehouse suite lodges, set high amongst the foliage. Its floor-to-ceiling windows offer a perfect view across the sprawling estate, and the
open plan seating area and marble kitchen enhance the ideal retreat after a day of animal encounters. Our favorite spot at night is sitting on the vast wooden deck, where we enjoy marshmallows toasted with ice-cold sundowners, while watching the orange sun slowly disappear into the horizon. It's like we're in an African
mini safari, Treehouse Hotel at Port Lympne Hotel &amp; Reserve Zebra at Port Lympne Hotel and Reserve Despite the fully equipped kitchen, we decide to dine at one of the resort's on-site restaurants. Jumping into our golf buggy, we zip across the estate, as excited past wolves, rhinos and over-excited Haveler
monkeys, who have yet to settle for the night. We go to Babydoll restaurant, renowned for its wood-fired pizza, called the much-loved Aspinall Gorilla, which died in 2018 at an remarkable age of 57 years. Port Lympne's four-star hotel after dinner, we head on our golf buggy to lodge the treehouse, hoping that our
headlights will uncover some animal activity the night, but Silence is evidence that they are all asleep. We rise early in the morning to experience unique loneliness amid the wildlife awakening – a unique privilege before the reserve opens up visitors during its day. By Amanda Bernstein Treehouse Suite in Port Lympne
Ranges from £409 - £859 per night and sleeps up to four people. The price includes using a golf buggy for the duration of the stay and entering sister park Howletts. For more information and to book, please visit this endangered AnimalKentPort link Lympnesafaritreehouse lodgeWestern Lowland GorillaWildlifeZebra
Animals Encounter 30 minutes - from £75 30-minute encounters we take you to face with some of the most endangered species on the planet. Read more This was an amazing experience from start to finish. Even pouring rain couldn't ruin three wonderful nights. The drumming rain on the lullaby tent was gorgeous! We
enjoyed all the different experiences including riding safari (on a wonderful, hot, misty night we saw loads of animals), feeding monkeys and feeding lions and tigers. The holders were absolutely brilliant. No questions were too difficult to answer and obviously they just loved talking about animals and their lives in reserve.
We really enjoyed talking to Frankie one day as she nursed the sick monkey and then again at night at the monkey feeding session. We also visited the Howletts and enjoyed elephants and gorillas. The service was great. Jasmine, Hayley and Jet were particularly helpful. We had our 19-month-old granddaughter with us
and nothing was too much trouble for them. The relatively standard food grub pub was but it was delicious and we enjoyed it. The men in our group enjoyed doing their Mongolian BBQ. The accommodation was good and suited five adults plus toddlers well. The cabin bed was novelty and was quite comfortable. It just
requires shelves or storage for burners, books etc. There was plenty of wood for the stove. Our only small blacks were the kindling amount we had to buy in order to get the stove going at different times. Being able to see an elephant, meerkats and bobcats outside our tent was really fun. As this was a gift, I couldn't
comment on the value, but those who paid seemed quite happy with it. If they waited a little longer to make books, they would have made a better deal, but it risked not being able to book at all. We definitely enjoyed our time there and happily visited again. Meet the white rhino from £75 come and meet our friendly white
rhinos, Zuko and Kifaru. During your 30-minute experience you're close enough to this 1.5-ton bull rhino smash well and scratch behind the ears! More port Lympne is an incredible day, I've been many times this year so far! If you think you too, then make sure you pass for the annual to get more for your money! Unless
you can't afford to, in which case as much as you can It's an amazing cause! Half of the animal park is through safari and half is walking. I think the safari section should be great for anyone with small children who are prone to 'tired legs' and need to carry the same for less mobile people. I know my grandmother
struggles to walk away the whole place but she'd love the safari section, which is not an option at any of the other local animal parks I visit. However, for those who are able to walk the journey, I think that having a good option would be because now, if you want to see African animals, you have to go by truck, but truck
quite a lot of people on it and you don't have the option to say sorry can we stop here a little longer? I like elephants! Equally I imagine it's a bit stimulating for those who enjoy photography as it limits the time you have with each animal and doesn't give you many angle options. When my partner and I visited last year, we
absolutely loved the gorillas a few months later, back, excited to see how the baby gorilla specifically rode, but they were all gone! However, my frustration quickly baffled, when I was in an enclosure where they had returned to the wild and you could track their journey online to see how they were getting on!! Incredible!!
How amazing that the Aspinall Foundation is able to do that!! There are a few places you can eat in different places throughout the park, but if you are healthy after something, I'd suggest taking a picnic with you, there's plenty of picnic benches you can eat on! With all this in mind Port Lympne is a wonderful day and is
definitely worth a visit or two! It's fun, educational and good for your health (if you do the walking side of the park as well as safari!) I'd definitely like it again, but I prefer the Aspinall Foundation's other animal park - Howletts, and if like me you love elephants, Howletts hits are much more rewarding. Thank you for taking
the time to leave your feedback and we are sorry that you have not enjoyed your day with us. About a year ago changes were implemented in Port Lympne involving safari experience and some more challenging walks around the 600-acre park. Changes were brought in because customer feedback highlighted that some
visitors had been put off returning to the park by the hills and some of it was not readily available. Since the changes we have had many customers define the time and work that has gone into making the park available to everyone and this is our ultimate goal. With the changes, it also came the introduction of a large
value passport ticket, which allows unlimited entry for 12 months. We have found that the number of visitors has increased and there are new game areas, fun educational talks, kids activity books (Ranger log book sequences) and regular activities meaning there is something new to explore around every corner.
Halloween activities were performed every day during half a period with pumpkin curry The education centre was held at the top of the park from 11.00am - 12.00midday. Visitors can watch as keeping pumpkins to a variety of animals during the week at 2.00pm every day. We regularly compare our prices to be in line
with similar attractions across the country. We also now offer discounted online tickets that can be booked before your visit with 20% savings available. Available.
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